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Problem:
Munters Corporation is a German-based HVAC manufacturer. We worked with
the factory in Buena Vista, Va, which focuses on custom HVAC applications. As most
of their units are one-off productions, they currently do not have a way to predict how
much noise one of their units will make, either on the roof of a building or in a utility
room. Our task was to develop an algorithm to model the noise produced by their units
with 2” insulation, which covers most of their production line.

Experimental Method:
In order to accurately take measurements from the same locations every test, a
grid was created around the unit on the factory floor. The grid, which was one meter by
one meter, spanned the entire unit and the surrounding floor, one meter in every direction
(See Figure 1). One meter was chosen because sound pressure and sound power are
equal at this distance.
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Figure 1: Each grid represents ½ meter by ½ meter. Data was taken at each point, A1,
A2, etc.
Using a tripod, and NC-29E Sound Level Meter (1inch microphone) the team
measured dBa levels at each point on the grid (A1, A2, etc) by aiming the microphone
directly at the unit.
Procedure:
1.
Zero the microphone
2.
Arrange tripod to the correct height
3.
Measure the distance from the tip of the microphone to the unit and
correct if different than 1 meter
4.
Set up Variable Frequency Drive at desired Hz
5.
One person will record all the data, one person will move and
measure the microphone for every data point and the last person
will read the NA-29E Sound Level meter

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The reader ‘freezes’ the data points at each reading, and then reads
it to the recorder
Take ambient sound before starting measurements.
Move microphone to every point
After completion of every measurement point, take the ambient
sound level again.
Repeat for each trial

Developing the Algorithm:
First, raw data was collected all around the test unit at varying fan speeds, as
indicated in the Experimental Method section. This raw data was converted to a
weighted average for each side, using a formula in the Industrial Noise and Vibration
Control reference book:

Lpt = 10 log (∑10Lpi/10) dBa
Once each side was weighted, the four sides were weighted together to create a
single dBa value for each fan speed. This value was then divided by the total surface area
off the unit, giving a value in W/ft2. A graph was made of sound power level per unit
area versus fan speed. An algorithm was regressed from this graph (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Graph of weighed data and sound algorithm
Next, this algorithm was placed onto a calculator page (see Figure 4). This page
contains input slots for the dimensions of an HVAC unit. The algorithm then multiplies

the surface area of the unit by W/ft2 at a given fan speed, providing an answer in Watts.
The calculator also converts this unit to dBa, giving the business end of Munters a rough
number to provide to a client about the sound level they can expect out of their unit.

Figure 4: algorithm driven sound power calculator

